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COMMUNICATION COMPETENCIES NECESSARY IN THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION


The purpose of this study was to determine written communication competencies that are most important to an accountant's job effectiveness and that should be taught to collegiate accounting students.

As reported by 258 practicing accountants, collegiate accounting students should be taught the following projects: (1) narrative-audited and unaudited reports, (2) letters, and (3) analytical reports involving comparisons or evaluation.

The writing skills that were reported as the most important for teaching emphasis were: (1) write concisely, (2) construct smooth sentences, (3) choose clear words, and (4) make conclusions.

AN EVALUATION OF THE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL APPROACH TO DEVELOPING A COMMUNICATION NETWORK


PROBLEM: The purposes of this study were to evaluate the cooperative school approach to developing interschool communication links and to document the processes or procedures by which communication links were established and developed by a group of peers referred to as the hub. The information from this study may serve as a guide to others who establish a cooperative school approach to implement change.

PROCEDURE: The procedures involved an analysis of interviews in order to determine trends and common statements about the communication network. Principals' logs, Central Texas League (CTL) meetings, and evaluative data were also used in this analysis. The events, processes, or procedures were outlined and related to (1) the formal and informal communication links within the network, (2) the role of the facilitators, and (3) the role of the hub. Standard methods of historical analysis and research were used in this study. To provide a better understanding of this study, a brief history of the League of Cooperating Schools project, initiated by Goodlad and his associates, and network organizational structures were summarized. The founding and the development of the CTL was also considered.

FINDINGS: From the inception of the CTL network, the principals met monthly to exchange dialogue concerning the development of the CTL. Each school participated in a needs assessment and the identification of a school focus. In addition, teachers and principals attended five all-CTL convocations for the purpose of sharing and exchanging ideas pertaining to the CTL network. The hub and the CTL members organized six task forces to assist in the establishment of communication links and the communication process. A newsletter was published twice a semester to inform the CTL network members about activities within the cooperating schools. Inter-school visitations and conference calls were held on a regular basis. The exchange of ideas was also accomplished through the establishment of "pen-pals."

CONCLUSIONS: A number of conclusions evolved from this study: 1. The hub developed a communication network by establishing and reinforcing the dialogue between the members of the CTL. 2. The hub encouraged the use of the DDARE process in the development of the communication network. 3. The hub organized topical conferences based on the needs of the members of the CTL. 4. The hub developed a flow chart for implementing effective change within the CTL. 5. The hub developed and organized a format for the CTL task forces.

Additionally, the hub assisted members of the CTL to see value in resources within the network. The hub linked the CTL members to resources both inside and outside the network. Further, the hub assisted the schools' staffs in defining their goals and objectives.

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND FACULTY SATISFACTION IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION


Scope of Study: The purposes of this dissertation were to identify the nature and frequency of occurrence of various organizational communication components utilized by the office of the dean and the faculty within three types of colleges in four senior institutions of higher education and to ascertain whether any relationship between the level of communication satisfaction experienced by faculty and each component and/or frequency of communication existed. Using a typology of organizational communication developed by Farace, Monge, and Russell, seven components of communication and their relationship to faculty satisfaction were examined. The seven components were: (1) production, (2) maintenance, (3) innovation, (4) flexibility, (5) directionality, (6) initiation, and (7) types of message channels. The research design and procedure involved answering four primary questions. The first two were satisfied by using the Likert Scale Scoring Program to calculate the nature and the frequency of occurrence of the communication components. The last two questions were answered by testing certain hypotheses utilizing the Likert Scale Scoring Program, the Scattergram program of SPSS, the Two-Factor Mixed Design Analysis of Variance, and the Newman-Keuls' Multiple-Range Test.

Findings and Conclusions: It was revealed through the analysis that the overall communication system within institutions of higher education was slightly informal in nature. With respect to the formalism of the seven components of communication, differences were found within Colleges of Education, Arts and Sciences, and Business. In addition, communication components occurred often and were the most utilized components of communication in all colleges. The degree of flexibility in the communication system fell between the "often occurs" and the "sometimes occurs" responses and was the least utilized component of communication. Significant relationships were found between the level of communication satisfaction experienced by faculty within all colleges and the formalism of the communication system and the seven communication components. Deans and other college administrators could enhance the level of faculty satisfaction by developing and utilizing an informal type communication system, by providing an opportunity for the faculty to participate in academic governance, by minimizing production messages, by providing counteracting incentives for faculty when dissatisfaction messages are required, and by examining the flexibility of the communication system and attempt to decrease rigidity wherever possible.
ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE AND COMMUNICATION CLIMATE IN SCHOOLS: A RELATIONSHIP STUDY CONDUCTED IN SELECTED HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE STATE OF UTAH DURING THE SPRING OF 1978 Order No. 7901592


The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between organizational climate and communication climate in selected high schools in the state of Utah during the Spring of 1978. The data were collected from the responses of fifty-four principals and 160 teachers to the Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire and the Communication Climate Inventory. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were computed for each of the relationships determined from the responses of the principals and teachers, as a whole and as subgroups.

It was found that the relationships between: (1) organizational climate and communication climate; (2) organizational climate and each of the six dimensions of communication climate; (3) communication climate and the organizational climate dimensions of Disengagement, Hindrance, Esprit, Thrus, and Consideration; and (4) each of the six dimensions of communication climate and the organizational climate dimensions of Disengagement, Hindrance, Esprit, Thrus, and Consideration were significant at the .05 level of confidence.

THE EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS LETTER WRITING Order No. 7902889


This study traced the history of business letter writing from the earliest correspondence known to western civilization until the present decade, a period of over four millennia. The tools and materials associated with letter writing were included in the study, especially where they have had an influence on how letters were written and why they have been preserved to the present.

The historical research involves: (1) all of the preparation of a working bibliography on the history of letter writing, the letter collections, and the books and manuals on letter writing. The search for original correspondence was then conducted in libraries, archives, and museums both in North America and in Great Britain. The investigation revealed that business letters dating from the third millennium B.C. onward are available for study.

Letters in the ancient Mesopotamian civilizations were inscribed on clay tablets with a wedge-shaped writing implement. These first letters used variations of the opening formula "Say to A: Thus Saith B" that was merely the written form of the previously verbal instruction that would have been given to a messenger to repeat to the person for whom the message was intended. This opening formula survived until the Middle Ages and would appear to be the precursor of the modern-day letter parts known as the inside address and the salutation.

The Greeks and Romans wrote their letters on paper made from the pith of the papyrus reed. The form "A to B, greetings" was used in their letter openings and the word "farewell" was the simple conclusion. Letters from the third century B.C. on were usually dated.

Letters of the Byzantine period and the Middle Ages were characterized by effusive greetings and blessings. Extended closings continued in use into the last decades of the nineteenth century with such leave takings as "I remain, your most humble and obedient servant." During the eighteenth, eighteenth, and the early nineteenth centuries, the style of business letter writing changed little. The body of the letter often contained only one paragraph and that paragraph included a variety of subjects on all phases of the daily life of the writer.

b) by the middle of the nineteenth century, increased industrial activity and better educational opportunities helped to bring about more efficient writing practices. The invention and adoption of the typewriter gave further impetus to improved business letter writing procedures.

The twentieth century has seen the progression from the handwritten, indented style of letter to a computer-produced message that can be transmitted electronically without paper and, of course, without the need for official postal services.

The study has shown that the business letter was among man's first recorded messages and that evidence of form and style may be observed in the letters from the earliest periods.
Further, the study reveals that changes in business letter writing have occurred very slowly through the ages. Some of the traditional letter parts have been retained today when they have become mere platitudes. It is hoped that this study will encourage educators and businessmen to omit the salutations and closing from the business letter and to concentrate instead on messages that are clearly and courteously written in preparation for the electronically transmitted communication that will replace the traditional business letter.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL FEEDBACK MECHANISMS, EMPLOYEE USE, AND ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES

DUNCAN, Stewart Scott, Ph.D. University of Southern California, 1978. Chairman: Professor Robert T. Filep

In both industry and government, communication policy makers are using employee feedback mechanisms to improve the flow of information upward through the organization. However, to date few studies have been accomplished which probe the effects of these systems on either their employee users or the organizations which sponsor them. This exploratory study examines questions of feedback system use and related impact on employees and organizations.

Four such mechanisms were examined: a telephonic complaint channel, letters sent to the editors of employee newspapers, complaints voiced through interpersonal communication with an organizational ombudsman, and a job improvement suggestion program. Each system was evaluated in terms of individual perceived value, actual use, and derived satisfaction from system use. In addition, the utilization of these systems was associated with organizational stability and effectiveness variables.

The environment of the study was 42 units of the U.S. Air Force. Data on perceptions of channel value, individual use, and resulting satisfaction were obtained from employees completing questionnaires completed by military personnel within these units. Data on organizational outcomes were obtained through coordination with program managers responsible for these organizations.

Major findings in this study are: (1) the inspector general system, an ombudsman channel, is highly valued, carries messages perceived as significant, and has the greatest apparent impact on unit stability and effectiveness. (2) Neither the telephone nor the newspaper channels appeared to have any significant relationship with unit stability and effectiveness. (3) Unit effectiveness appears positively related to unit absenteeism. It appeared inversely related to unit attendance at military sick-call.

These findings support the inspector general system with implications for future applications of content analysis techniques to help commanders forecast problem areas, prior to experiencing declining effectiveness within their units. Absentee and sick-call data may also be of value in the prediction of unit effectiveness. Programs such as the mediated complaint systems and the job improvement channel may require further study to determine what, if any, positive impact they may have on either individual system users or their sponsoring organizations.

ORGANIZATION MEETING SKILLS: THEIR EFFECT ON SATISFACTION WITH MEETINGS AND JOBS AND A SUGGESTED MODEL FOR TRAINING Order No. 7902004

GELINAS, Mary Virginia, Ed.D. University of Massachusetts, 1976. 224pp. Director: Dr. Emma Cappeluzzo

The purpose of this study was to (1) present a new model for conducting meetings; (2) to design a program to train people in the use of the new model; (3) to evaluate the training design in terms of the participants' reactions, learning, and behavior changes; and, (4) to assess the impact of the proposed meeting model on satisfaction with meetings and jobs.

The study was part of an over-riding and evaluation effort funded by the U.S. Office of Drug Education Program and implemented by the Oregon Regional Developmental Resource Center, Project "AWARENESS" of Awareness and Self Esteem, Inc., in Oakland, California. The project involved 26 staff members of 12 social service agencies in a single county in Oregon.

The meeting model proposed in the study is drawn largely from the work of Doyl and Brussel (1976) in "How To Make Meetings Work."

The study was a time-series field experiment which included a fifteen-hour weekend workshop. A variety of measures were used to assess the training and its impact. The study's findings were based on the data collected before training and for two months after training.

Systematic observations of the participants at their regular staff meetings and assessments of their satisfaction with their meetings and jobs were done prior to training and once a month for two months after. Participants were also asked to complete post-training evaluations and to assess their own skill use once a month for two months after training. The untrained colleagues of the participants were also asked to assess their satisfaction with their meetings at the same intervals as their co-workers.

Results of the training and the use of the meeting model included the following. The training was effective; the format of the agency meetings changed, the majority of the skills that were the focus of the training were used by the participants at significant levels.

The evaluations of the training indicated that the design the trainers intended to implement, was implemented. The evaluations also indicated that observing the trainers using the skills and being able to practice them were two of the most helpful components of the design.

The use of the model impacted the feelings of both the trained participants and their untrained colleagues about meetings. The satisfaction with their meetings increased although the satisfaction of the untrained colleagues increased more than that of the trained participants. The items that increased at significant levels for both groups concerned the participation and productivity of the meetings.

There was no measurable change in the participants' satisfaction with their jobs.

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN TEACHING BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS USING TWO DIFFERENT APPROACHES: THEORY AND APPLICATION APPROACH VS. WRITING APPROACH Order No. 7910336


Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to conduct an experiment to determine which of two different approaches (the theory and application approach or the traditional writing approach) should be taught to best meet the objectives of the business communications class. The comparison was made by evaluating students' understanding of theory and principles, (2) evaluating students' skills in writing business correspondence and reports, and (3) evaluating students' abilities to analyze written business communication.
Procedures

The experiment was conducted in the spring, 1978, and involved four business communication classes at Baylor University Hankamer School of Business. The Experimental Group consisted of 59 students, and the Control Group consisted of 60 students.

Two classes were taught by the traditional writing approach. Members of this Control Group were assigned 19 writing assignments. The two Experimental Classes were taught by the theory and application approach. They were assigned 13 writing assignments and devoted 30 percent of their instructional classes to theory.

Testing Program

In order to measure and compare the gains acquired by both groups, the students were pretested and posttested to determine their beginning knowledge and skills and any improvements made over the semester. The tests included:
2. Teacher-made test over theory and principles.
3. Teacher-made test of writing ability.

During the semester, the students were given objective tests over direct letters, indirect letters, persuasive letters, and written reports. In addition, the students wrote three test letters and a memorandum report in class. These test letters were graded by two other professors and the researcher. An average grade of the three evaluations was determined for each letter. The students also analyzed three letters: direct, indirect, and persuasive.

Objectives

Objective A: To make the students knowledgeable about effective communication behavior. Students should be able to earn a minimum grade of 70 percent on the objective tests (Appendix H).

Objective B: To teach the students to communicate more effectively through practice and evaluation of their sk. improvement. Students should be able to earn a minimum grade of 70 percent on the in-class writing assignments (Appendix G).

Objective C: To sharpen the students' analytical abilities. The students should be able to earn a minimum grade of 70 percent on the in-class analyses of business writing such as letters and memos (Appendix I).

Findings

Data for the Experimental Group showed that the students met Objectives A, B, and C by scoring more than 70 percent on the tests of measurement. Data for the Control Group showed that the students did not meet Objectives A or C, but they did meet Objective B.

The Experimental Group performed better overall. They scored higher on theory of communication and analysis of business messages, scored the same as the Control Group on principles; and by the end of the semester, they were writing as well as the Control Group.

Conclusions

Students who have formal instructor in theories of communication, with less writing practice, will:
1. develop greater knowledge of theory
2. develop an equal degree of knowledge of principles
3. develop an equal degree of skill in effective business writing
4. and develop a better skill in analyzing effective business writing than students who have had no formal instruction in theories of communication.

COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY AND IMPRESSION FORMATION IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL SETTING: A COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES


The present study was designed to examine the comparative explanatory value of four approaches to impression formation while allowing for the interaction effect of the three factors considered important to co-worker relationships and person perception processes: (1) interpersonal affect, (2) degree of interaction, and (3) degree of functional or evaluative dependence. An organizational setting was chosen as an appropriate field setting in which to test predictions derived from each of four conceptual positions: (1) cognitive vigilance, (2) the degree of interaction hypothesis, (3) the pollyanna hypothesis, and (4) cognitive balance. Each set of predictions was, in turn, tested against data derived from four indices of the cognitive differentiation of impressions. Additional indicators were extracted from instrument responses as they appeared appropriate. Subjects selected eight target figures from a repertoire of work associates and judged each according to Bieri's Elicted Regrgrid (ER), his Provided Regrgrid (PR), and Crockett's Role Category Questionnaire (RCQ) procedures. A fourth indicator of differentiated impressions was extracted from Ellected ER responses: (1) number of functionally unique dimensions of judgment (FUD). Interpersonal relations between total scores on these measures were computed and served to indicate degree of convergent validity between instruments.

The eight target figures were defined by factoranalyzing the contrasting roles of the affective (negative and positive), interaction (high and low), and functional or evaluative dependency (yes and no) factors. Statistical analysis of figure ratings employed 2 X 2 X 2 analyses of variance with all three factors within subjects. These results served as a basis for testing a series of predictions.

Based on the vigilance approach, perceivers were expected to exhibit a greater differentiation in their ratings of negative figures, specifically, those disliked co-workers who represented persons to be avoided. In the present study, a relationship between perceiver differentiation and personally significant, negative figures seen as low sources of interaction was expected. Present ER-, PR-, and FUD-based results did not support expectations. The frequency of interaction hypothesis indicated a greater differentiation would occur when perceivers evaluated personally and affectively significant colleagues. A greater differentiation of (1) liked others who were frequently seen as good for non-work related interaction and (2) disliked others upon whom perceivers were not dependent and could frequently avoid was indicated by present RCQ-based data. Reasoning from two interpretations of the pollyanna hypothesis, perceivers were expected to exhibit either (1) greater verbal diversity (i.e., differentiation) when evaluating positive vs. negative others, or (2) greater reliance on evaluatively positive terms in rating others irrespective of interaction. Figure differentiation scores based on all measures did not support the first prediction. However, when the number of positive, PR-based attributes ascribed to each role figure was treated as a criterion score, the second pollyanna-derived prediction was confirmed. Taking a balance approach indicated that perceivers would reveal a generally positive affective state when P-to-O relationships were seen as positive, sources of relatively high engagement significant to the perceiver; a generally negative affective state was expected when relationships were seen as negative and sources of relatively low engagement. The number of positive and negative, PR-based attributes tended to support balance-derived predictions.

Present results also caused two, fairly important methodological issues to surface: (1) a general lack of convergence between instruments and (2) highly divergent patterns of score variance across instruments. Analysis of the range and variance of PR ratings, coupled with balanced- and pollyanna-based findings, tends to show respondents as accommodating their evaluations to the six-point scale associated with that instrument in such a way that figure ratings tend both to balance along affective lines and to show a greater heterogeneity (and, therefore, differentiation) in their ratings of negative others.
A RULES THEORY OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

This study contains a statement of, and justification for, a rules theory of organizational communication. After an analytical review of the rules paradigm articulated by Donald Cushman and his associates, certain variables and propositions, which are the instantiations of that paradigm in the organizational context, are posited, described, and argued for.

A theory of communication rules is based on the presumptions that people communicate in order to coordinate; that to communicate, they require prior consensus on the meanings of the communication; that some consensual meanings (termed rules) have normative force because they condition expectations; that those rules have practical force when they are necessary for carrying out some social activity; and that practical force is the basis for the explanatory power of rules. In this study, such principles ground a functional theory of communication rules; rule systems are so structured as to allow for the coordination necessary to coordinate activities.

Organizational communication rules are those designed to allow coordination of productive tasks between interdependent workers. In fact, they are not just matters of repetitive routine, but include rules of the following sorts: rules about information and consultation, rules stipulating the possession of information and decision powers, and rules stipulating valid grounds for joint decisions.

Such rules are functionally dependent on some organizational task. A joint choice model of task interdependence relations is articulated, which allows a clear and organized representation of task interdependence in terms of exclusive and exhaustive set of categories. Using that model, three types of variables describing task interdependence are conceptually and operationally distinguished: patterning of interdependence, intensity of interdependence, and direction of interdependence.

While many different systems of organizational communication rules might be used to allow coordination between interdependent workers, all workable rule systems for situations involving fairly intense interdependence must have certain features in common. Several such features are listed under the headings "intensity of consensus," "patterning of consensus," "asymmetry of consensus," and "complexity of consensus."
The rather complex relationships between this body of variables and task interdependence variables are stipulated and argued for in the dissertation text.

Interdependence has an impact both on the systems of rules used in organizations and on the social systems that teach and use the rules. There are three distinct kinds of social entities which sustain organizational communication rules, labeled "task structures," "hierarchical control structures," and "associational structures" herein. Which structures will be present and dominant in controlling which rule systems depends, once again, on the relationships between employees. The thesis ends with a deduction of the precise relationships between task variables and these social structures.

THE INFLUENCE OF SEX DIFFERENCES AND ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS UPON SPEECH DOMINANCE IN MIXED-SEX DYADS

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the influence of sex differences and organizational status upon speech dominance behavior in mixed-sex dyads.

Procedure of the Study

A field experimental design was utilized. The data comprised a 3x2 factorial design with two levels of sex (male and female), and three levels of organizational status (high, equal, lower).

Failure to find a significant sex main effect indicated that firm, distinct, pre-determined male/female language behavior patterns cannot be assumed to exist in every social setting. It appears that male/female language behavior is flexible and situational rather than fixed.

Failure to find an organizational status main effect suggests that conversational dominance may not always be associated with power and status in mixed-sex dyads. It may be that power and status differences are communicated through non-verbal rather than verbal levels. Additionally, these results may reflect the notion that status and speech dominance are not necessarily synonymous. That is, higher status may not necessarily be reflected through verbal dominance while lower status may not be manifested through verbal reluctance.

The relatively little amount of the total variance accounted for by the sex and organizational status variables with respect to explaining speech dominance behavior in the mixed-sex dyads observed, suggests the need to include additional contextual variables in the exploration of male/female language behavior.

Five organizations participated in the investigation. A purpose, non-random sample procedure was employed in order to obtain, in total, three classification conditions of 15 dyads each: 1) higher status males/lower status females; 2) higher status females/lower status males; and 3) male equal/female equal status. A total of 45 dyads participated.

Observations were made to determine the extent to which subjects characterized by each combination of classification variables exhibited the criteria variable, dominant speech behaviors. Instances of speech dominance were determined using the "turn-taking" model of speaker alternation, which characterized dominant speech behavior as the violation of a speaker's right to complete a conversational "turn."

The number of speech dominance behaviors exhibited by subjects was determined through tape recorded observations of each dyad.

The observations of dominant speech behavior were made by three judges. A "turn-counter" recorded the total number of instances when speakers alternated speaking turns. Thus, in addition to recording the raw frequencies of individuals' speech dominance behaviors within dyads, ratio scores reflecting individuals' total number of turns taken in the dyadic interactions within each dyad, were also obtained.

A two-way analysis of variance was applied to the data in order to determine the effects of sex and organizational status upon dominant speech behavior in mixed-sex dyads. A third hypothesis was tested by squaring the "ETA," a statistic based upon the product moment correlations for each of the two independent variables, and then comparing them in order to determine which variable had the greatest impact on speech dominance. The .05 level of significance was required for acceptance of the research hypotheses.

Implication of the Study

Throughout the conversations examined in the study, the sex of the subjects was not a significant determinant of speech dominance behavior. In addition, the effects of the organizational status variable did not significantly affect patterns of speech dominance in the mixed-sex dyads observed.

The total amount of variance accounted for by the organizational status variable was slightly, though non-significantly, greater than that accounted for by the sex variable.
This research studies the changes in communication, behavior, and attitude that occur in an organization as it moves from a traditional office layout to an open, landscaped office. An open landscaped office has no restricting walls, partitions, or rigidly defined corridors; units are grouped together according to function; and all employees work in the same room.

One organization is studied intensively, as a case study, through interviews, observations, questionnaires, and company records. A series of two data collections occurred before the office move and two after the move.

The various method of data collection overlap somewhat. The questionnaires sought information on communication frequency and media selection; observations viewed behavior through behavioral mapping techniques; and interviews determined selected attitudes, behaviors, and communication methods.

Questionnaires were distributed to all full-time employees in May, 1977. The same questionnaire was given to those employees who had completed the first questionnaire and were still full-time employees, and continued in their same job. For the 100-employee organization, 76 questionnaires were distributed in October, 1977, and 72 were returned.

The observations that occurred on the four occasions studied several dozen categories of behavior among the various work locations. A total of 11,735 observations were made in the front office, the traffic room, the switching room, the supply room, and the phone store of the independently-run telephone company.

The questionnaire revealed few major changes in self-reported communication activity, but did show significant moves in attitude toward the physical work setting and the mental atmosphere. Three latter changes were most noticed with the group of employees that moved to the landscaped offices, where their physical work setting was now seen to be much more positive.

Analysis of the observations indicates an increase in the percentage of time spent busy alone and a decrease in the percentage of time spent busy with others and not busy with others. It is concluded that this exploratory research does identify some important changes in attitude that are associated with the move to the new office. Continued research in this area--both with this organization and with other organizations--would be doubly valuable.
technical English, or business communications is new to many English professionals and not generally well understood. The era of the problem is the fact that very little is known about the vocational-technical graduate's role as a middle level communicator in business, industry, and government. All too often the objectives of these courses are based solely on available textbooks which have done little to define the communication responsibilities of middle level employees. An analysis of ERIC course descriptions reveals considerable confusion as to what goals these courses should achieve and the means necessary to achieve them.

There is, however, a means by which the instructional needs of the career student can be determined. A survey of vocational-technical graduates from three community colleges in southeastern Michigan, complemented by interviews of some of the graduates' employers, shows the middle level employee performing such vital communication tasks as communicating data, reporting progress on projects, and submitting recommendations on policy or procedural matters. Although the majority of these tasks are accomplished in face-to-face conversations, a significant portion of the graduates write instructions, reports, business letters, and technical manuals. Moreover, the middle level employee often writes for a multiple audience. A report or a set of instructions may be read by two or more readers, each reader functioning in different organizational roles. To cope effectively with complex audiences and changing rhetorical situations, the writer must be able to identify his audience and their needs, determine the instrumental purpose of the message, and communicate at various levels of abstraction, from concrete data to high level generalizations. Job related writing requires the ability to synthesize information derived from notes or minutes taken in departmental meetings, filed reports and letters, face-to-face conversations and telephone calls, and first hand observations. Effective job related writing therefore requires information obtained accurately through skillful speaking, listening, and reading.

This paper, then, proposes a model for a basic course in career-oriented communications which integrates writing with reading, speaking, and listening in a comprehensive approach to communication skills. This approach reflects on-the-job conditions in which information and ideas are created and exchanged at various levels of abstraction. Thoroughly assignments requiring extensive group work and role playing as well as individual writing, on-the-job rhetorical situations are simulated in the classroom. The assignments progress from messages consisting of relatively simple concrete recorded data to those containing complex ideas. Conducted in a workshop format, this course is reserved for the sophomore year, for by then the career student has become familiar with his field and has a substantial body of technical knowledge to draw upon for writing assignments.

COMMUNICATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE:
A CASE STUDY AND EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS


This dissertation reviews the limitations of organizational theory in terms of communication and change behaviors prescribed by the bureaucratic school, the human relations school, rationality theorists, and organizational development theorists. A reconceptualization of the change process is proposed. Essentially the author argues that change is a perceptual process which is least disruptive when perceived deviations from prior organizational norms and beliefs are minimized.

Five major hypotheses are tested, along with numerous correlaries in a time-series field test of the model. Data are gathered from a state-wide system of administrators in Special Education. Research used network analysis to separate respondents prevented precise observations,
This study investigated management literature to see if advice offered to first-line supervisors about their communicative relationships with subordinates could be interpreted as rhetorically sensitive. The study was undertaken to determine if the first-line supervisor’s organisational position places him in direct contact with subordinates, and requires that he communicate with and lead subordinates effectively. Hart and Burks’ concept of rhetorical sensitivity seemed a potentially useful way for supervisors to think about their communicative relationships with subordinates, since it is an “instrumental” approach to interpersonal communication in which one person attempts verbally to influence another person to respond to him in intended ways. Thus, this study addressed the question: “Does management literature offer any advice to first-line supervisors that could be interpreted as rhetorically sensitive?”

The study examined 150 articles about supervisory relationships appearing in eight management periodicals during the years 1975–1977. These articles included direct advice to supervisors, as well as advice offered to managers which could indirectly influence supervisors’ interactions with subordinates. Articles were grouped into descriptive categories and subcategories, and recurring patterns in the formats and themes of the advice were described. Advice was analyzed according to five interrelated assumptions: (1) The interaction between the supervisor and the subordinate is goal-directed, (2) the supervisor is a thinking, choice-making human being, (3) the subordinate is a thinking, choice-making human being, (4) the supervisor should make adaptive decisions before communicating with and leading subordinates. Advice based on all of these assumptions was interpreted as rhetorically sensitive. Advice which did not present the subordinate as a thinking, choice-making human being was classified as “authoritarian.” Advice which presented neither the supervisor nor the subordinate as thinking, choice-making humans was classified as “deterministic.”

Of the 119 articles which could be analysed with some degree of certainty, 26 offered rhetorically sensitive advice to supervisors and managers. Most of these articles offered advice about the process of supervision in an analytical format which identified issues supervisors should consider when interacting with subordinates. Sixty-seven articles offered Machiavellian advice; most of these prescribed checking lists of eclectic, “common sense” supervisory techniques.

Machiavellian and deterministic advice were classified as “reactive,” since both share the assumption that the subordinate reacts to the supervisors without thoughtful choice making. This study concluded that reactive advice is popular in management literature because it reflects managers’ and supervisors’ concerns with personal and organizational efficiency. Reactive advice was linked to a structural approach to management that treats subordinates as an organizational variable manipulated in pursuit of greater organizational efficiency. In contrast, rhetorically sensitive advice was identified as reflecting an interactive approach to the process of supervising subordinates. Evidence demonstrated that subordinates persist in choosing their own individual goals in organizations, which invalidates the assumption of reactive advice that subordinates do not make thoughtful choices. This evidence also indicated the potential utility of rhetorically sensitive advice to the first-line supervisor. A few studies of the process of supervision provided evidence of the actual utility of rhetorically sensitive advice. However, the study concluded that additional investigations of the process of supervision need to be undertaken.

**Interprofessional Consultation between School Administrators and School Psychologists in California Unified School Districts: A Comparison of Communication Factors**

**Webster, Melvin Leroy, Ed.D. University of Southern California, 1978. Chairman: Professor Ferris**

**Purpose.** The purpose was to study whether there existed any difference of perception between school administrators and school psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process.

**Questions posed were:** (1) Is there a difference of perception between administrators and psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process? (2) Is there a difference of perception between administrators and psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to participation? (3) Is there a difference of perception between administrators and psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to decision-making? (4) Is there a difference of perception between administrators and psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to communication barriers?

**Procedures.** The study was restricted to California Unified Schools that enrolled between 8,000 and 30,000 pupils. Forty school districts participated with sixty-nine administrators and sixty-four psychologists participating. The mailed questionnaire technique was selected for collecting the data. An appraisal scale based on the Likert-type rating scale was used. The questionnaire consisted of fifty items based on the communication aspects of participation, decision making and barriers in the communication process.

**Findings.** Overall, there were few deviations in the way administrators and psychologists perceived the present and preferred communication process. There was no significant association between administrators’ and psychologists’ perceptions of: (1) the total present and preferred communication process; (2) the present and preferred communication process as it relates to participation process; (3) the present and preferred communication as it relates to the decision making process; (4) the communication process in regards to barriers; (5) the total present or preferred communication process; (6) the present or preferred communication process in regards to perceived significant association in perceptions psychologists have of present or preferred communication process in regards to communication barriers; (7) there was a significant association between administrators’ and psychologists’ perceptions of the communication process in regards to barriers; (8) there was a significant association between administrators’ and psychologists’ perceptions of the communication process in regards to barriers; (9) there was a significant association between school administrators and psychologists in the communication process in regards to barriers.

**Conclusions.** There is not a significant difference of perceptions between administrators and psychologists of: (1) what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process; (2) what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to participation communication; and (3) what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to decision making process. (4) There is a discrepancy of perception between administrators and psychologists of what is currently happening and what should be taking place in the communication process as it relates to barriers in the process.

**Recommendations.** Unified school districts should: (1) Take steps to alleviate problems of the communication process as perceived by school administrators and psychologists in regards to communication barriers. (2) Periodically monitor or measure its communication process as perceived by school personnel in order to make provisions or adjustments as part of an on...
going process. (3) A modified replication of this study should be made between administrators and other pupil personnel staff members. (4) A modified replication of this study should be made employing a causal-comparative design. The investigator should study psychologists' perceptions of communication barriers and seek out causes, relationships, and their meanings as they relate to the communication process.
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